This article is taken from the results of a study entitled "Survival Vocabulary of Wuna Language in Plant Environment of Kowala ". The purpose of a study is to describe and analyze the survival vocabulary of Wuna Language in the plant environment kowala. The method used the field method. In presenting the data used quantitative descriptive method and data analysis used in the study method. Based on the analysis of data, amongst the 200 vocabularies submitted to 50 respondents, showed that most of the vocabulary in the plant environment kowala still significant in surviving. Plant kowala still closely related to community's lives in the areas of social, economic, moral ethics and faith. Furthermore, community attitudes toward kowala plants still appreciate it. This can be showed by their attitude to let the plants of kowala grow anywhere, as shown in community's gardens, in the middle of the plant teak, guava or anywhere without any interference from the community.
Introduction
Wuna Language is one of the regional languages are still alive in Southeast Sulawesi. Wuna as well as other regional languages has a vocabulary in a different sphere of life, the natural environment (Marafad, 2014:1) . Survival vocabulary very depends on the needs of the language use of language itself. This was disclosed by an expert linguist or anthropolinguistic expert. Cultural-natural functions performed by the language that was essentially living and resting in "the use of language" (language in use) by a community of native speakers in various domains and functional Table 1 The survival vocabulary on each respondent can be observed in the following Table 1 above shows that of the respondents who mastered the meaning of the two hundred vocabularies. Related to this, certainly none of the respondent able to use all the vocabularies. Based on the results of analysis gathered, the survival level of two hundred vocabularies depends on the understanding and mastery of respondents to each vocabulary. The level of mastery of respondents to the two hundred and vocabularies filed was illustrated in the following description.
a) The level of mastery around 90% -97.5% amounts to four persons. b) The level of mastery around 80% -88% amounts to twenty persons. c) The level of mastery around 71% -79.5% amounts to seventeen persons.
d) The level of mastery around 61.5% -68.5% amounts to five persons. e) The level of mastery around 53.5% -59.5% amounts to three persons. f) The level of mastery around 39.5% amounts to one person.
From the above description shows that the highest level of survival is on the respondent with sequence number 15, i.e., 200 vocabularies are filed, he mastered 194 vocabularies with 97.5%, and amounted to 6 vocabularies are not mastered with the percentage 2.5%. In addition, it also seen that the lowest level survival is on the sequence number 29 of respondent, i.e., 200 vocabularies, he mastered only 79 vocabularies by the percentage 39.5% and 121 vocabularies with the percentage 60.5% are not mastered (Black et al., 1992 : Bundsgaard et al., 2012 . The data of survival of individual respondent level seems that highest vocabulary level is on respondent with sequence number 15 by percentage 97.5%. It means that 200 vocabularies which have been filed, the sequence number 15 can understand well its meaning on 195 vocabularies and can use them, whereas 5 vocabularies unknown the meaning and at once cannot use it in daily life. As for the words, he did not know was tabharono 'sago', o kalolai 'rope up down', tobho , noposambalia' 'leg palm flowers', o mbalo 'bamboo rods (place of water)', desoi lante-lante 'palm midrib are tied '.   22  160  40  80  23  167  33  83,5  24  183  17  91,5  25  155  45  77,5  26  145  55  72,5  27  159  41  79,5  28  170  30  85  29  79  121  39,5  30  164  36  82  31  158  42  79  32  119  81  59,5  33  159  41  79,5  34  156  44  88  35  137  63  68,5  36  170  30  85  37  154  46  77  38  162  38  81  39  159  41  79,5  40  159  41  79,5  41  107  93  53,5  42  155  45  77,5  43  146  54  73  44  169  31  84,5  45  168  32  84  46  135  65  67,5  47  57  43  78,5  48  137  63  68,5  49  146  54  73  50  155 (Dewey et al., 2013; Downes, 1998; Fill & Muhlhausler, 2006) .
The Order of Survival Vocabulary
The order of survival vocabulary can be observed in the following descriptions.
1) Level 100% Survival. The vocabulary with 100% level survival owned by : parakano, laano, roono, liono, o kamponisa, nokobura, nodea, nopute, nombaka, dehobha, dofealaimo/ doogaa-gaatimo, hobha kaeta, kaferunsa, piso kakebhaha, noroko, noduko, o butolo, o ara, matano ara, forohu ara, deaso kameko, deaso ara, dolowu, dopogira, o kaferebua, pande kebha, pande forohu, defetulumi, defoere lambu, detisa, dekotupa, kaharo 
Kowala in Community Life
a) In Social Field Many things can be produced from kowala such as kameko 'palm wine'. Kameko is directly consumed by people or by the process of distilling which result is called ara 'wine'. In the past, kameko or wine is mostly used as the bonds of friendship. Even strangers can become familiar through kameko drinking session. Kameko served are very valuable in his day. That is why people who produce kameko classified as people who venerated and loved. He was is a provider of services to others. At that time, kameko which produced in the afternoon was taboo to be sold. Kameko in the afternoon only to be taken along for free. Kameko which produced in the morning may be sold.
b) In Economics Field
At the top has been stated that kowala plant can be processed and produce a variety of production. Koawal besides producing palm wine, it also can produce a broom, broom fibers, sago, etc. All the production was certainly can earn money and become a source of income the surrounding communities. That is why plant kowala are well maintained.
c) In Moral Ethics Field
Starting from the processing of the palm wine until the making of customs and manners, till to the way of drinking, all through the applicable of tradition rules. When drinking session, kameko shedder or distributor of kameko is not just anyone who can do that thing. Selected actors should be appropriate to the prevailing custom. The way of kameko distributed which is poured into kamporoghuha 'a glass made out of shell' should be pursuance of custom rules. So did the way to be seated in accordance with the manners. When cross-legged, then the right foot should be arranged in the front. d) In Faith/Spiritual Field Muna society still believes that the kowala came from a girl. That is why in this kowala processing through the process and where the treatment as well as to treat a girl. If not, then it fails and does not succeed. This belief comes from folklore. Drinking habits kameko also sequential in death. The procedure for commemorating people who have died, one of the grain is kameko. They assumed that the habit of drinking kameko can be also the habit although had died.
Attitudes of Societies toward the Plants of Kowala
The attitudes of Muna societies toward kowala has not a significant changed. The sense of value that they bring that kowala have a high value when compared to other plants. Many things that cause an attitude like that, who are kowala is a source of high income, and social value is also very high. One indicator that societies are more favorable to kowala is so freely kowala grow in everywhere. Every member of society keeps him well. Another indicator is a conflict or a fight between the owners and the people who damage, cut the leaves, and cutting down the kowala (Grimes et al., 1995; Grimes, 1991; Halliday, 2001) .
